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Mumbai hotels and the trends in pricing

Planning to visit the busiest city in India for a business trip? Do you want to tour Mumbai to discover
popular places around? Book a room at one of the finest Mumbai hotels and have a pleasant stay.
Per-day rates of available rooms, is the first thing to consider while you book a room in any hotel in
Mumbai. Considering the rise in the number of people visiting Mumbai, many new hotels are set to
be operated in the coming years.

Hoteliers indicate that the pricing trends would change as new hotels are set to be introduced in
next 2-3 years. Some of the brand new resorts that will be shortly open for the tourists include Park
Hayatt, SRM Hotels, JW Marriott, Westin and ITC. Rates of all 4-star and 5-star hotels in Mumbai
are nearly at par with 4-star and 5-star hotels in other metros. Generally the rates of Mumbai hotels
dip down by 40% on Saturdays and Sundays. Considering the amenities, room service and
recreation facilities provided by hotels in Mumbai, the rates are worth it. As hotels do their best to
suit the accommodation needs of tourists, they offer seasonal discounts to get more patrons to use
their rooms.

Affordable hotels in Mumbai

Many restaurants in Mumbai offer affordable accommodations without compromising on the quality
of services and amenities. Availability of luxury amenities definitely depend on what kind of hotel
you book your room at. The room service and amenities offered by a 2-star hotel would definitely
differ from that offered by a 5-star resort. Affordable hotels make sure to offer top class hospitality
and services. Not just the entertainment activities but also the room service offered by hotels is
worth it. As every tourist receives personal attention, they feel at home. A home away from home!
24 hour room service offered by the hotels would delight them further.

Travel agents to book hotels in Mumbai

In order to book rooms at discounted rates in any of your favorite hotels, you need to contact a
travel agent. Apart from seasonal discounts, tourists can avail discount tour packages that may
include a round trip to Mumbai, covering all major historical destinations, seashores, shopping
centers, water parks, animal parks and the night clubs. Whether you want to book a room in a 5-star
hotel, a villa, 3-star apartment hotel or a simple budget friendly semi-deluxe hotel, the agents will
assist you to make the right choice. 

Here are some of the popular hotels in Mumbai, which offer tourists many accommodation options
at different rates:

â€¢	The Mirador

â€¢	Hotel Taj Mahal

â€¢	Hotel Airport International

â€¢	Hyatt Regency

â€¢	Trident
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â€¢	Four Seasons

To beat the heat in hot and humid Mumbai, most of the big hotels offer AC rooms for their patronâ€™s
comfort. The Mumbai tourism industry is growing at a fast rate every year. To meet the staying
needs of tourists, Mumbai hotels offer luxurious rooms at economical rates. 
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